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Marilyn Monroe is undoubtedly an iconic figure and seems to always have been that way. Chances are the
famous windblown white dress flashed into your mind as you read her name. Her quotes occupy Facebook
statuses, tweets and blog posts alike. Additionally, her image has been borrowed for posters as well as pop art
pieces by Andy Warhol that are still reproduced and hung on walls to this day.

Despite her consistent presence in today’s pop culture, Monroe has been deceased for nearly 50 years. During
this time, several women have portrayed her in things such as TV shows like Nip/Tuck to a music video from
Mariah Carey. Made for TV movies have documented her life as well as some big screen productions.

The most recent biopic, My Week With Marilyn, was released as 2011 came to a close. Michelle Williams tackled
the role of Monroe so magnificently that she has been nominated for a Golden Globe. Williams is most well-
known as being one of Capeside’s residents on the 90s teen drama Dawson’s Creek and even more recently as
the mother of the late Heath Ledger’s child. Despite these pigeonhole roles in entertainment and real life, she
definitely shines as Monroe.

My Week With Marilyn documents the filming process of The Prince and the Showgirl in England in the late
1950s, but the focus of the film is assistant director Colin Clark’s relationship with her. My Week With Marilyn is
based on two books Clark wrote documenting his romance with Monroe and the film allows the audience to get a
behind-the-scenes look.

Williams steals the spotlight as Monroe just as the woman herself would have with an eerie resemblance and
spot on acting. Eddie Redmayne charms the audience as the young Clark and Emma Watson tries a different
role as his other love interest. All these actors and more as well as beautiful cinematography and an excellent
soundtrack make My Week With Marilyn a must see film.
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